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You Me At Six’ new album VI is a record that switches moods and styles with 
breathless confidence, from devastatingly defiant rock to joyously uplifting pop. It all 
but drips with melodies and moods. It’s the kind of record a band makes when they 
are in love with all the possibilities of music. VI is about letting the full scope of their 
creativity flood through.  
 
“We’ve always been a band that straddles styles,” shares singer Josh Franceschi, 
adding, “You’re only ever one track away from reigniting the momentum or 
reinventing yourself artistically.” With VI, You Me At Six has reignited their sound in 
the most exciting way. Guitarist Max Helyer explains, “When we mash together as a 
band, something great happens. Sometimes something unbelievable happens.” 

The band began writing songs for VI as soon as they finished their 2017 release 
Night People, but things really started to catch fire when they teamed up with 
songwriter Eg White (Adele, Linkin Park, Florence + the Machine). Their first session 
yielded immediate returns in the shape of “Losing You” and “Fast Forward.” Former 
Athlete frontman Joel Pott (London Grammar, Giorgio Moroder) also came on board 
to write with on “3AM” and “Back Again.” Working with White and Pott rejuvenated 
the band, opening the floodgates not just to new ideas but also to new sounds – 
giving them a vision of how many different directions were available to them.  

“It’s about accepting there isn’t just one route to the end goal,” Franceschi says. 
“We’re creative people and we want to learn from other creative people. Bringing in 
new people with fresh ideas, ideas we’d never have has been so exciting.” 
 
Recording began in January 2018 at Vada Studios in England with producer Daniel 
Austin (Biffy Clyro, Massive Attack, Pixies) who became like a sixth member of the 
band. The sessions were so fluid and fluent that the band completed 11 songs in just 
34 days of tracking. “Sonically, Dan blew our minds,” says drummer Dan Flint. Austin 
gave the band was the sense that there were no limitations on what they could do. 
“The whole thing was a flow of creativity non-stop,” Flint continues. “And it bounced 
from one person to the other.”  
 
You Me At Six were teenagers when the band first formed in 2004 and are now still 
in their 20’s. That means they still have hunger and they know they’re too young to 



be touring off past glories. In fact, they’re young enough to still be releasing their first 
album. And if VI were that first album, it would be hailed as one of the most exciting 
albums by a British band in years – uncategorizable but familiar, raucous but 
mainstream.  
 
“We’re not nervous about this record being different,” Flint says, “we’re excited.” “I’m 
just excited for people to hear it, because we believe we’ve made a great record,” 
Helyer adds. “You have to make music for yourself,” Franceschi concludes, 
“Because without authenticity people are going to smell the bullshit. None of us are 
going to into this with any fear, because we’ve made something we can stand 
behind.” 
 
You can almost bathe in their excitement about the record they’ve made.  
You Me at Six is about to change the way you think about them. Be excited. 
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